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TechnologyElements of Mining Technology Vol. 1 (8th
Edition)

A Textbook of Geology (general and
Engineering)
Manuel de géographie africaine avec, en 3e partie,
des suggestions pour l'enseignement de cette
discipline dans les écoles africaines.

Geology for Civil Engineers
For nearly three decades there has been a
phenomenal growth in the field of Remote Sensing.
The second edition of this widely acclaimed book has
been fully revised and updated. The reader will find a
wide range of information on various aspects of
geological remote sensing, ranging from laboratory
spectra of minerals and rocks, ground truth, to aerial
and space-borne remote sensing. This volume
describes the integration of photogeology into remote
sensing as well as how remote sensing is used as a
tool of geo-exploration. It also covers a wide spectrum
of geoscientific applications of remote sensing
ranging from meso- to global scale. The subject
matter is presented at a basic level, serving students
as an introductory text on remote sensing. The main
part of the book will also be of great value to active
researchers.

Elements of Mining Technology Vol. 3
(8th Edition)
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From the outwash plains of Brooklyn to Indiana's
drifted diamonds and gold, John McPhee's In Suspect
Terrain is a narrative of the earth, told in four sections
of equal length, each in a different way reflecting the
three others-- a biography; a set piece about a
fragment of Appalachian landscape in illuminating
counterpoint to the human history there; a modern
collision of ideas about the origins of the mountain
range; and, in contrast, a century-old collision of ideas
about the existence of the Ice Age. The central figure
is Anita Harris, an internationally celebrated geologist
who went into her profession to get out of a Brooklyn
ghetto. The unifying theme is plate tectonics-- here
concentrating on the acceptance that all aspects of
the theory do not universally enjoy. As such, In
Suspect Terrain is a report from the rough spots at
the front edge of a science. In Suspect Terrain is the
second book in a series on geology and geologists,
presenting a cross section of North America along the
fortieth parallel, and gathered under the overall title
Annals of the Former World. The other books in the
series are Basin and Range, Rising from the Plains,
and Assembling California.

Principles of Engineering Geology
Keeping this in mind, the present book is designed by
the author based on his vast experience spanning
about four decades, as a basic first course, in
particular, to the students of Civil Engineering. The
contents of the book are dealt under eleven chapters.

Trends in Objective Geology: For Civil
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Services & Other Competitive Exams
Over 3500 Solved Objective Questions,
3e
Rising from the Plains
Introduction to Fluid Mechanics * Common
Measurements and Equipment * Experiments : To
Determine the Metacentric Height of a Ship Model* To
Verify Bernoulli's Theorem* To Determine
theCoefficient of Discharge of an Orifice Meter* To
Determine the Value of Cv' Cv and Cd of a Sharpedged, Circular Discharging Free* To Determine the
Coefficient of Discharge of a Cylindrical External
Mouthpiece by the Variable Head Method* To
Determine the Coefficient of Discharge of a V-notch*
To Determine the Coefficient of Discharge of a
Rectangular Notch* To Determine the Coefficient of
Discharge of a Board-Crested Weir* To Determine the
Coefficient of Discharge of a Venturiflume* To
Determine the Coefficient of Discharge of a StandingWave Flume* To Study Transition from Laminar to
Turbulent Flow and to Determine the Critical Reynolds
Number* To Determine the Value of Darcy's
Coefficient ’ for different Pipes* To Determine the
form (Minor) Losses in a Pipe* To Determine the the
force exerted by a jet of Water on a Stationery Vane
and to Verify the Impulse-Momentum Equation* To
verify Stokes Law and to study the Variation of the
Drag Coefficient CD with Reynolds Number for a
Sphere* To Obtain the Velocity Profile in the Boundery
Layer Over a Fixed Plate, and to Determine ð ð* and ø
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* To Determine the Coefficient of Discharge of a ,ß
and ñ * To Determine the Elements of Hydraulic Jump
in a Rectangular Channel * To Obtain the Performance
Characteristics of a Pelton Wheel and to Determine
the Specific Speed * To Obtain the Performance
Characteristics of a Francis Turbine, and to Determine
its Specific Speed * To Obtain the Performance
Characteristics of a Centrifugal Pump, and to
Determine its Specific Speed * Answer to Selected
Questions * Appedix A. Physical Properties of Water*
Appendix B. Physical Properties of Air at Atmospheric
Pressure * Appendix C. Physical Properties of
Common Liquied at 20° C * Appendix D. Some Useful
Data.

A World of Poetry
Now in full colour, the third edition of this well
established book provides a readable and highly
illustrated overview of the aspects of geology that are
most significant to civil engineers. Sections in the
book include those devoted to the main rock types,
weathering, ground investigation, rock mass strength,
failures of old mines, subsidence on peats and clays,
sinkholes on limestone and chalk, water in landslides,
slope stabilization and understanding ground
conditions. The roles of both natural and man-induced
processes are assessed, and this understanding is
developed into an appreciation of the geological
environments potentially hazardous to civil
engineering and construction projects. For each style
of difficult ground, available techniques of site
investigation and remediation are reviewed and
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evaluated. Each topic is presented as a double page
spread with a careful mix of text and diagrams, with
tabulated reference material on parameters such as
bearing strength of soils and rocks. This new edition
has been comprehensively updated and covers the
entire spectrum of topics of interest for both students
and practitioners in the field of civil engineering.

Elements of Mineralogy
This book deals with both the principles as well as
practices of engineering geology. It will serve as a
basic course material for undergraduate students of
civil engineering, graduate students of geology and
applied geology, and field practitioners. Use of simple
language, lucid expression, self-explanatory
illustrations and excellent pedagogy makes this book
very useful. Salient Features • The book gives a
comprehensive coverage on mineralogy, petrology
and geophysical investigations • Coverage on
Emerging trends – Remote Sensing and GIS • Colored
photographs and self-explanatory illustrations for
better understanding of topics

Applications and Challenges of
Geospatial Technology
Textbook of Engineering Geology presents study of
geology comprehensively from a civil engineering
point of view. The author contends that mere
technical perfection cannot ensure the safety and
success of large-scale civil engineering constructions
such a
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Journal of the Institution of Engineers
(India).
Although similar geomorphic processes take place in
other regions, in the tropics these processes operate
at different rates and with varying intensities. Tropical
geomorphology therefore provides many new
discoveries regarding geomorphic processes. This
textbook describes both the humid and arid tropics. It
provides thoroughly up-to-date concepts and relevant
case studies, and emphasises the importance of
geomorphology in the management and sustainable
development of the tropical environment, including
climate change scenarios. The text is supported by a
large number of illustrations, including satellite
images. Student exercises accompany each chapter.
Tropical Geomorphology is an ideal textbook for any
course on tropical geomorphology or the tropical
environment, and is also invaluable as a reference
text for researchers and environmental managers in
the tropics.

Laboratory Experiments In Fluid
Mechanics
Engineering Geology
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. For a combined, one-semester,
junior/senior-level course in Igneous and Metamorphic
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Petrology. Also useful for programs that teach Igneous
Petrology and Metamorphic Petrology. Typical texts
on igneous and metamorphic petrology are geared to
either advanced or novice petrology students. This
unique text offers comprehensive, up-to-date
coverage of both igneous and metamorphic petrology
in a single volume–and provides the quantitative and
technical background required to critically evaluate
igneous and metamorphic phenomena in a way that
students at all levels can understand. The goal
throughout is for students to be able to apply the
techniques–and enjoy the insights of the
results–rather than tinker with theory and develop
everything from first principles.

Principles of Igneous and Metamorphic
Petrology
This seasoned textbook introduces geology for civil
engineering students. It covers minerals and rocks,
superficial deposits and the distribution of rocks at or
below the surface. It then looks at groundwater and
gives guidance on the exploration of a site before
looking at the civil engineering implications of rocks
and the main geological factors which affect typical
engineering projects.

Principles of Igneous and Metamorphic
Petrology
Pulitzer Prize-winning author John McPhee continues
his Annals of the Former World series about the
geology of North America along the fortieth parallel
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with Rising from the Plains. This third volume presents
another exciting geological excursion with an
engaging account of life—past and present—in the
high plains of Wyoming. Sometimes it is said of
geologists that they reflect in their professional styles
the sort of country in which they grew up. Nowhere
could that be more true than in the life of a geologist
born in the center of Wyoming and raised on an
isolated ranch. This is the story of that ranch, soon
after the turn of the twentieth century, and of David
Love, the geologist who grew up there, at home with
the composition of the high country in the way that
someone growing up in a coastal harbor would be at
home with the vagaries of the sea.

Engineering Geology
Professionals and students in any geology-related
field will find this an essential reference. It clearly and
systematically explains underground engineering
geology principles, methods, theories and case
studies. The authors lay out engineering problems in
underground rock engineering and how to study and
solve them. The book specially emphasizes
mechanical and hydraulic couplings in rock
engineering for wellbore stability, mining near
aquifers and other underground structures where
inflow is a problem.

The New Penguin Dictionary of Geology
India is endowed with varied topographical features,
such as high mountains, extensive plateaus, and wide
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plains traversed by mighty rivers. Divided into four
sections this book provides a comprehensive
overview of water resources of India. A detailed
treatment of all major river basins is provided. This is
followed by a discussion on major uses of water in
India. Finally, the closing chapters discuss views on
water management policy for India.

India's New Capitalists
Remote Sensing Geology
Contents: 1. Mining Geology Minerals, Rocks and Rock
Structures. 2. Coal and Coalfields of India. 3. Boring.
4. Shaft Shinking. 5. Opencast Mining. 6. Access to
Mineral Deposits and Pit Bottom, Pit-Top Layouts. 7.
Drivage of Roads in Coal and Stone. 8. Explosives,
Accessories and Blasting Practice. 9. Rock Mechanics
and Roof Supports. 10. Stowing Pracice. 11. Bord and
Pillar Method of Working Coal Development. 12. Pillar
Extraction in Bord and Pillar. 13. Longwall and other
methods of working. 14. Thick Seam Working.

Structural Geology
A Textbook of Geology
THE ARCHITECT OF OUR UNIVERSE
A World of Poetry includes all the prescribed poems
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for the revised CSEC English A and English B
syllabuses. It has been compiled with the approval of
the Caribbean Examinations Council by Editors who
have served as CSEC English panel members. - The
material in this anthology will help students to
prepare effectively for the CSEC examination. - The
poems have been chosen to cover a wide range of
themes and subjects and include a balance of wellknown poems from the past as well as more recent
works. - The anthology includes poems from the
Caribbean and the rest of the world to stimulate an
interest in and enjoyment of poetry. - This collection
contains notes on each poem and questions to
provoke discussion, as well as a useful checklist to
help students with poetry analysis. - The book
contains practical guidance for students on how to
tackle examination questions, with examples of model
answers for reference.

Textbook of Engineering Geology
Fundamentals of Historical Geology and
Stratigraphy of India
African Geography for Schools
In the book a large number of problems from the
Examination paper of London University, Institution of
Mechanical Engineers (London) Institution of
Engineers (India) Union Public Service Commission
(India) and Various Indian Universities have been
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included.CONTENTS : Part- I : Properties of Fluids *
Pressure Measurement * Hydrostatic Forces on
Surfaces * Buoyancy and Floating * Fluid Masses in
Relative Equilibrium * Kinematics of Fluid Flow *
Dynamics of Fluid Flow * Flow Measurement * Flow
Through Orifices and Mouth Pieces * Flow over
Notches and Weirs * Fundamentals of Flow Through
Pipes * Fundamentals of Flow through Open Channels
* Flow of Compressible Fluids Part-II : Advance Topics
In Fluid Mechanics And Hydraulics : Dimensional
Analysis * Hydraulic Similitude * Laminar Flow *
Turbulent Flow Through Pipes * Boundary Layer
Theory * Flow Around Immersed Bodies * Uniform
Flow in Open Channels * Non Uniform Flow in Open
Channels Part- III : Hydarulics Machines : Impacts of
Free Jets * Hydraulic Turbines * Governing and
Performance of Hydraulic Turbines * Reciprocating
Pumps * Centrifugal Pumps * Miscellaneous Hydraulic
Devices and Machines Part-IV : Iscellaneous Topics :
Fluvial Hydraulics * Elementary Hydrodynamics *
Water Power Engineering * Laboratory Experiments
Part-V : Appendices : Appendix A : Miscellaneous
Objective Type Questions * Appendix B : Cavitation *
Appendix C : Geometrical Properties of Plane Areas *
Appendix D : secondary Flow * Appendix E : Use
Vector Notaions * Appendix F : Computer Programes *
Reference * Index.

Geology of India
The Institute of Food Technologists (IFT) recently
endorsed the use of computers in food science
education. The minimum standards for degrees in
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food science, as suggested by IFT,"require the
students to use computers in the solution of
problems, the collection and analysis of data, the
control processes, in addition to word
processing."Because they are widely used in
business, allow statistical and graphical of
experimental data, and can mimic laboratory
experimentation, spreadsheets provide an ideal tool
for learning the important features of computers and
programming. In addition, they are ideally suited for
food science students, who usually do not have an
extensive mathematical background. Drawing from
the many courses he has taught at UC Davis, Dr.
Singh covers the general basics of spreadsheets using
examples specific to food science. He includes more
than 50 solved problems drawn from key areas of
food science, namely food microbiology, food
chemistry, sensory evaluation, statistical quality
control, and food engineering. Each problem is
presented with the required equations and detailed
steps necessary for programming the spreadsheet.
Helpful hints in using the spreadsheets are also
provided throughout the text. Key Features * The first
book to integrate speadsheets in teaching food
science and technology * Includes more than 50
solved examples of spreadsheet use in food science
and engineering * Presents a step-by-step
introduction to spreadsheet use * Provides a food
composition database on a computer disk

In Suspect Terrain
In order to do business effectively in contemporary
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South Asia, it is necessary to understand the culture,
the ethos, and the region's new trading communities.
In tracing the modern-day evolution of business
communities in India, this book uses social history to
systematically document and understand India's new
entrepreneurial groups.

Textbook of Physical Geology
Engineering Geology, 2nd Edition
Engineering Geology is a multidisciplinary subject
which interacts with other disciplines, such as
mineralogy, petrology, structural geology,
hydrogeology, seismic engineering, rock engineering,
soil mechanics, geophysics, remote sensing (RS-GISGPS), environmental geology, etc. Engineers require a
deeper understanding, interpretation and analyses of
earth sciences before suggesting engineering designs
and remedial measures to combat natural disasters,
such as earthquakes, volcanoes, landslides, debris
flows, tsunamis, and floods. This book covers all
aspects of Engineering Geology and is intended to
serve as a reference for practicing civil engineers and
mining engineers. Engineering Geology has also been
designed as a textbook for students pursuing
undergraduate and postgraduate courses in
advanced/applied geology and earth sciences. A
plethora of examples and case studies relevant to the
Indian context have been included, for better
understanding of the geological challenges faced by
engineers.
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Fluid Mechanics, Hydraulics And
Hydraulic Machines
This book advances the scientific understanding and
application of space-based technologies to address a
variety of areas related to sustainable development;
including environmental systems analysis,
environmental management, clean processes, green
chemistry, and green engineering. Geo-spatial
techniques have gained considerable interest in
recent decades among the earth and environmental
science communities for solving and understanding
various complex problems and approaches towards
sustainable technologies. The book encompasses
several scopes of interests on sustainable
technologies in areas such as water resources,
forestry, remote sensing, meteorology, atmospheric
and oceanic modeling, environmental engineering
and management, civil engineering, air and
environmental pollution, water quality problems, etc.
The book will appeal to people with an interest in geospatial techniques, sustainable development and
other diverse backgrounds within earth and
environmental sciences field.

Tropical Geomorphology
Provides concise definitions for more than 7,700
terms used in geology.

Engineering Geology for Underground
Rocks
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Engineering Geology is a multidisciplinary subject that
interacts with other disciplines, such as mineralogy,
petrology, structural geology, hydrogeology, seismic
engineering, rock engineering, soil mechanics,
geophysics, remote sensing (RS-GIS-GPS) and
environmental geology. This book is the only one of
its kind in the Indian market that caters to the
students of all these subjects. Engineers require a
deep understanding, interpretation and analyses of
earth sciences before suggesting engineering designs
and remedial measures to combat natural disasters,
such as earthquakes, volcanoes, landslides, debris
flows, tsunamis and floods. This book covers all
aspects of engineering geology and is intended to
serve as a reference for practicing civil engineers,
geotechnical engineers, marine engineers, geologists
and mining engineers. Engineering Geology has also
been designed as a textbook for students pursuing
undergraduate and postgraduate courses in
advanced/applied geology and earth sciences. A
plethora of examples and case studies relevant to the
Indian context have been included for better
understanding of the geological challenges faced by
engineers.New in this Edition• The concept of
watershed and the depiction of watershed atlas of
India• Latest findings by the Indian Bureau of Mines•
Recent developments in coastal engineering and
innovative structures• New types of protective
structures to guard against tsunamis• Role of geology
in building smart cities• Environmental legislation in
India

International Books in Print
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Contents: 1. The Units, Mass, Force, Weight and Basic
Definitions. 2. Work, Energy and Power. 3. Friction,
bearings, lubrication, inclined plane, bolts and nuts. 4.
Simple machines, levers, pulleys, lifting machines. 5.
Mechanical transmission of power. 6. Strength and
properties of materials. 7. Engineering Materials :
Metals. 8. Engineering Materials : Wire ropes and their
attachments. 9. Principles of air compression. 10.
Genration, distribution and use of compressed air. 11.
Winding: Cages and shaftfittings. 12. Winding: Drum
winders and friction winders. 13. Winding. Steama
and electric winders, speed control and safety
devices. 14. Winding: Pit-top and Pit-bottom layouts
with cage winding and skip winding. 15. Transport:
Rope haulages and tracks. 16. Transport: Internal
Combustion Engines and Locomotives. 17. Conveyors
and other Transport Media. 18. Principles of
Hydraulics and Mine Pumps. 19. Face mechanisation,
Appendix, Index.

Modern Practice in Formwork for Civil
Engineering Construction Works
Presents a comprehensive and up-to-date account of
the fundamental aspects of structural geology,
emphasising both classical concepts and modern
developments. A detailed account of the techniques
of geometrical analysis is provided, giving a sound
background to principles of geological deformation
and in-depth analysis of mechanisms of formation of
geological structures. Many new features are included
such as detailed discussions on rotation of rigid
inclusions and passive markers, boudinage (including
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chocolate tablet boudins, foliation boudins and shear
fracture boudins), structural implications of basementcover relations and time-relation between
crystallation and deformation. The book presents the
methods of structural analysis from microscopic to
map scale, describes modern techniques used in field
and laboratory and offers a balanced picture of
modern structural geology as it emerges from
combined field, experimental and theoretical studies.
Hardback edition (0 080 41879 1) also available
£50.00

Innovative Saline Agriculture
The land degradation due to salinity and waterlogging
is a global phenomenon, afflicting about one billion
hectares within the sovereign borders of at least 75
countries. Besides staring at the food security, it has
far reaching and unacceptable socio-economic
consequences since a large proportion of this land is
inhabited by smallholder farmers. The anthropogenicenvironmental changes and the climate change are
further adding to the problem of salinity and
waterlogging. The phenomenon of sea-level rise will
bring more areas under waterlogged salinity due to
inundation by sea water. Thus, dealing with the
salinity in reality is becoming a highly onerous task
owing to its complex nature, uncertainty and
differential temporal and spatial impacts.
Nevertheless, with the need to provide more food,
feed, fuel, fodder and fiber to the expanding
population, and non-availability of new productive
land, there is a need for productivity enhancement of
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these lands. In fact, the salt-affected and waterlogged
lands cannot be neglected since huge investments
have been made throughout the world in the
development of irrigation and drainage infrastructure.
The social, economic and environmental costs being
high for theon-and/off-farm reclamation techniques,
saline agriculture including agroforestry inculcated
with modern innovative techniques, is now emerging
as a potential tool not only for arresting salinity and
waterlogging but for other environmental services like
mitigate climate change, sequester carbon and
biodiversity restoration. This publication attempts to
address a wide range of issues, principles and
practices related to the salinity involved in
rehabilitation of waterlogged saline soils and judicious
use of saline waters including sea water. Many of the
site specific case studies typical to the saline
environment including coastal ecologies sustaining
productivity, rendering environmental services,
conserving biodiversity and mitigating climate change
have been described in detail. Written by leading
researchers and experts of their own fields, the book
is a must, not only for salinity experts but also for
policy makers, environmentalists, students and
educationists alike. More importantly, it contributes to
reversing the salinity trends and teaches to sustain
with salinity ensuring the livelihood of resource-poor
farming families leaving in harsh ecologies including
coastal areas which are more vulnerable to climate
change.

Principles of Engineering Geology
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'Engineering geology' is one of those terms that invite
definition. The American Geological Institute, for
example, has expanded the term to mean 'the
application of the geological sciences to engineering
practice for the purpose of assuring that the
geological factors affecting the location, design,
construction, operation and mainten ance of
engineering works are recognized and adequately
provided for'. It has also been defined by W. R. Judd in
the McGraw-Hill Encyclopaedia of Science and
Technology as 'the application of education and
experience in geology and other geosciences to solve
geological problems posed by civil engineering
structures'. Judd goes on to specify those branches of
the geological or geo-sciences as surface (or surficial)
geology, structural/fabric geology, geohydro logy,
geophysics, soil and rock mechanics. Soil mechanics
is firmly included as a geological science in spite of
the perhaps rather unfortunate trends over the years
(now happily being reversed) towards purely
mechanistic analyses which may well provide
acceptable solutions for only the simplest geology.
Many subjects evolve through their subject areas
from an interdisciplinary background and it is just
such instances that pose the greatest difficulties of
definition. Since the form of educational development
experienced by the practitioners of the subject ulti
mately bears quite strongly upon the corporate
concept of the term 'engineering geology', it is useful
briefly to consider that educational background.

Hydrology and Water Resources of India
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There was only a space, which was cold, smooth,
continuous, infinite, eternal, and without boundary
and any visible matter and energy before creation of
our early Universe. However, this space may not have
been empty. It was, perhaps, the Dark Matter particle,
which popped up from this space. And due to its
intrinsic properties it converted itself into a
Supersymmetrical Superparticle that generated
Supergravity by the pressures of forces of moving
particles and thus into an infinitesimally small, dense,
primordial, non-transparent (opaque) plasma fireball.
This particle first designed the fertile sites due to its
own strong gravitational attractive field in which all
galaxies, stars, and planets in different regions of the
Universe, including our own Milky Way galaxy that
contains our Solar System with the eight planets,
including Earth, originated after the collapse of the
normal particles. With passage of time, the great
fertile sites were generated on the Earth by tectonics,
in which sedimentary rocks containing petroleum
deposits at depths overlain by great alluvial plains
were generated for the evolution and development of
living beings, including humans and practicing
agriculture, establishing industries, constructing civil
facilities, and a multitude of other things for the
survival of humans.

Foundations of Engineering Geology
Structural Geology: Fundamentals and
Modern Developments
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A textbook providing a quantitative approach to the
petrologic principles of igneous and metamorphic
rocks in a new edition.

Computer Applications in Food
Technology
Elements of Mining Technology Vol. 1
(8th Edition)
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